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Uniform Expansions for a Class of Finite Difference

Schemes for Elliptic Boundary Value Problems

By Harry Munz

Abstract. For a class of finite difference schemes for the Dirichlet problem on a bounded

region CcR", the existence of uniform expansions of the approximate solution for

meshlength h -► 0 is shown. The results also improve error bounds which Pereyra, Pros-

kurowski, and Widlund obtained with respect to certain discrete Lj-norms.

1. Introduction. In [7], Pereyra, Proskurowski, and Widlund discuss a class of

finite difference schemes, due to H.-O. Kreiss, for the Poisson-equation Am = / in

an arbitrary bounded region Í2 c R" with Dirichlet boundary conditions.

On a uniform mesh, they replace the second-order partial derivatives by the

standard three-point finite difference approximations. In points near the boundary

T of £2, it may happen that one or more of the points needed in this approximation

lie outside S2. For those points, provisional values are calculated by one-dimen-

sional polynomial extrapolation of fixed degree k along the corresponding mesh

line, thereby using the boundary value at the intersection of the mesh line and T.

For k < 6, Pereyra et al. [7] could show the stability and the convergence of

these schemes and the existence of asymptotic expansions for h -> 0 of the finite

difference solution U with respect to certain discrete L2-norms, which allow the use

of Richardson extrapolation or deferred correction methods. For a sufficiently

smooth boundary T, their expansions have the form

(1) U = A„(u + h2ew + /iV2)) + 0(hk~°%

where Ah is the restriction operator to meshpoints in ß, and e(1), e(2) are certain

continuous functions on fi, independent of h.

Pereyra et al. [7] conjecture the existence of similar expansions in the discrete

maximum norm.

In this paper, the schemes of Pereyra et al. are applied to general linear

second-order elliptic equations without mixed derivatives with Dirichlet boundary

conditions.

For k < 2 and a sufficiently fine mesh, the finite difference operators obtained

are of inverse monotone type. Therefore, the classical convergence proof works [2].

For k < 4, an idea of Bramble and Hubbard [1] can be used to show the

convergence of the schemes for the generalized problem and the existence of

asymptotic expansions of the approximate solution with respect to both the discrete

maximum norm and the discrete L2-norms of Pereyra et al. [7]; the difference

operator is modified near the boundary such that it becomes inverse monotone,
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156 HARRY MÜNZ

and the points where a modification is necessary are discussed separately. The

expansions obtained have the form

(2) U = Ah(u + ftV» + h4em) + 0(hk+l)

in both norms.

Finally, we report on numerical tests in which we exploited the asymptotic

expansions by a modified deferred correction method. Unfortunately, the theorems

of Pereyra [6], on the gain in accuracy obtained by using deferred correction

methods, do not fit the present case.

2. The Difference Operator. For h > 0, let R£ denote a uniform mesh of mesh

size h on the R". We assume that there are enough meshpoints on each mesh line in

ß so that the extrapolation operations described in Section 1 and below are

possible. Let ßA := R£ n ß- We denote by Rh the set of regular meshpoints, i.e. of

those points ießt which have all their closest neighbors x ± he¡, i = 1, . . . , n, in

ß ie¡ is the unit vector parallel to the t'th coordinate axis), and define Txh :=

ßA \ Rh. The set of all xf (see Figure 1), i.e. of all intersections of mesh lines

meeting ß with the boundary T of ß, is called Th and ßA := Qh u Th. Finally, we

assume Rh to be meshwise connected, i.e. for every pair of points in Rh there is a

path which consists of mesh lines connecting the two points.

We will consider a class of finite difference approximations to the linear

second-order elliptic equation,

n n

(3) Lu :=  - 2 a¡u2x, + 2 S b¡ux¡ + c = /   in ß,
/=1 i-l

with Dirichlet boundary conditions

(4) u\T = g   on T.

Here a¡, b, (i •■ 1,. . ., n), and c are continuous real valued functions on ß which

satisfy the following conditions:

(i) 35, ä > 0: ä < a¡ix) < ä for all x G ß, /' G {1, . . . , n},

(ii) 3^ > 1: |¿,.(jc)| <ßfoT all x G ß, ¿JE {1, . . . , n),

(iii) 3y > 0: 0 < c(x) < y for all x G ß.

We assume, that problem (3), (4) has a solution u, which is unique by the maximum

principle.

We are now in a position to define the finite difference operator Lhk which is

used in the approximation of (3) and (4). We will use a notation that differs from

that of Pereyra et al. [7]. Lhk is a linear operator on the finite dimensional vector

space F(ßA) of all real valued functions on üh. Let W G .F(ßA).

For x G Rh, the operator Lhk is obtained by replacing m2x by

(5a) (D2xW)(x) := h~2(W(x - he,) - 2W(x) + W(x + he¡))

and ux by

(5b) (DxW)(x) := (2h)-\w(x + he,) - W(x - he¡)),
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which gives

(6)

(Lh,kW)(x) = -^ai(x)(D2xW)(x)
;=1

+ 2 2 6,(*)(^»0(*) + c(x)W(x).
( = i

x-he¡ x*he¡ x*2he¡

e,
x-2he x-he x»he¡

Figure 1

For rerj and x - he, S ß, say, an auxiliary one-dimensional coordinate

system £ is introduced according to Figure la. Let Q(£) := 2^„0 c.l/g) be a

polynomial satisfying Qis) = W(xJ), where c, :- W(x + (J - \)he,), / > 1, and

lj(0 is that polynomial of degree k which satisfies /y(/) = o}/,/,/ E {0,..., k).

Then the interpolated value of W in x - he, is given by

(7a) W(x - he,) := c0 = — W(xJ) - ^ W(x + (j - \)he,) 4,
v-i

where

(7b)
I = 0;l*j J        »

As x 6 TJ implies x G ß, we have 0 < 5 < 1. Therefore, c0 is well defined for all

possible values of s. Using this provisional value for Wix - he,) in (5) gives

-^ W(x + 2he¡)-*Lw(x + (k- 1)/*,)
«o «o /

(8)

a'h2
W{4)>
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whereas (6) yields

(W«:=if'2h
W(x) +   1 + -i \W(x + he,)

(9)

2/ia*

+ -7 W(x + 2he,) +

W(xf).

+ ^-W(x + (k- \)he,
«o

■>)

For x + he, £ ßA, the auxiliary coordinate system is defined according to Figure

lb. In that case Eq. (8) remains unchanged whereas in (9) signs are reversed.

It is easily seen that for x ± he, = xf one gets a* = 80J, j = 0, . . . , k, which

means c0 = W(xJ), as expected.

Proper denumeration of points of ßA allows us to write each W G F(ßA) as

W = ( WR, Wx, Wd)T where WR, Wx, and Wd are functions on Rh, Txh, and Th,

respectively.

The finite difference approximation problem to (1) is now given by

(10) Lh,kU =
V

where AA, Ad are the restriction operators to ßA, Th, respectively, and LhkW

decomposes into

(H) Lh,kW =

L"

I2i^h,k

0

L23I-h,k

WR

Wx

Wd0 0/

where / is an identity matrix of appropriate size.

The first line of Lhk, which is independent of k, gives iLh k W)ix) for x

second for x G Tx, and the third incorporates the boundary conditions.

Rh, the

3. Two Lemmas. In order to avoid unnecessary notational complexity, we will

restrict ourselves to the cases n = 2 and k = 4. The generalizations to n > 2 and

k < 3 are straightforward. However, to show the dependence of the results on k,

we will continue to write k instead of its specific value 4.

For the sequel, we assume the following conditions (cond) to be satisfied:

(i) Let Ak := (A„)neN be a monotonically decreasing sequence of positive real

numbers, satisfying lim„_>00 hn = 0, such that there is a mesh RÏ for each hn, which

satisfies the condition of Section 2.

(ii) The unique solution u of (3), (4) and the functions e(V>, £(2), defined below, are

smooth enough, so that all derivatives needed exist and are uniformly bounded. (In

a tedious definition, exact differentiability conditions for these functions, which

depend on k, have been given in [5].)

On ß we define

(12) DxiL, u) := 2 \--^u4Xi + -jfu^J,
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(13) Dl{L, u, *<«>) := i (-2û,(^ + f ) + 2b,{^ + f )),

where em is the solution of

Le0) = DAL, u)   in ß,
(14) ,V

e<»|r = 0.

e(1) will then denote the solution of

Lem = D2(L, u, ew)   in ß,

e<2>|r = 0.
(15)

Finally, let V, E(h, k) G F(ßA) be defined by

(16) V := Ah(u + h2ew + h4em),

\(LhikV)(x) - (AJ)(x)\,     xGß„,
(17) E(h, k)(x) :=

^ u, x fc i A,

where AA is the restriction operator to ßA.

Remark. Theorem 1 will show that for k = 2, 3 it is sufficient to define

F := Ah(u + /t2e(1)), whereas for k = 1, K = Aam will do. This reduces the

smoothness conditions on u (and e(1)) for A: < 3. Details have been worked out in

[51.
The following two lemmas are generalizations of lemmas used by Pereyra et al.

[7, Section 4]. The proofs of these lemmas have been worked out in [5]. It does not

seem appropriate to present all the arguments here.

Lemma 1. Let condition (cond) be satisfied. Then there exists a constant C, > 0

such that

E(h,k)(x) < Cxhk+l

for all h G Ak and x G Rh.

Proof. The proof is straightforward using Taylor expansion of u, e°\ and e(2)

about x in iLhk K)(x) and the uniform boundedness of the partial derivatives of

u, e(1), and e(2) occurring in the last terms of the Taylor expansion.

Lemma 2. Let condition (cond) be satisfied. There exists a constant C2k, depending

on k, so that

E(h,k)(x) < C2khk~l

for all /iëAj and x G Txh.

Proof. To prove this lemma, we have to handle the case where provisional values

for V outside ß have to be calculated. We assume the existence of Taylor

expansions of u, em, and e(2) about xf (Figure 1) of sufficient order, thus continu-

ing these functions sufficiently smoothly along the corresponding mesh line. The

interpolation values of u, em and e(2) in x + he, and x - he,, respectively, can now

be interpreted as interpolation values of these continued functions and therefore

can be replaced by the values of the continued functions with the appropriate

interpolation error terms added. These additional error terms are responsible for
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the factor hk~i in Lemma 2 instead of hk+l as in Lemma 1. As the continued

functions are smooth enough, Taylor expansion about x is possible, so that the

remainder of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.

4. Asymptotic Expansions. For /ieAt,we define the operator Lhk on F(ßA) by

(18) Lh,k ■= 0
0

I12^h

I22

0

where 722 is an identity matrix of appropriate size and / is the corresponding

matrix of (11).

We have the following discrete maximum principle.

Lemma 3. Assume condition (cond) to be satisfied. There exists an nk G N such

that for h G A'h := [h„ £ Ak\n > nk) and Wh G F(ßA), iLhkWh)ix) < 0 for all

x G Rh implies

(19) Whix) < max(0,     max   (W(y)j)   forallx&Qh.
\    y e ri u i\ /

Furthermore, Lhk is monotone (Young [9,p. 44]). Specifically, Lhk is nonsingular and

its inverse is given by

(20) LUÍ =
wr

0
0

■W1) -lif

I22

0

Proof. Choose «4EN such that h < ¡x/ß for all h G A'k. Observing the special

structure of Lhk and the meshwise connectedness of Rh, the lemma now follows

immediately from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 of Ciarlet [3].

For h G Ak, W G F(ßA), and an operator Lh on F(ßA), let lhix,y) denote that

element of the matrix representation of Lh which is multiplied with Wiy) in the

computation of iLhW)ix). The operator norm | 1^ generated by the maximum

norm || H^ on F(ßh) is then given by

(22) lL/,L := max
Vea»

\ih(x,y)\Y

Lemma 4. Let condition (cond) be satisfied. Then there are constants x,, x2, rj G R,

and nv G N such that

(23) \L-X» < Cm '■=      max    (exp(î][(x, - x?) + (x2
(x,,x2)er <w

for all h G A'k :=   {hn G Ak\n > nk}.

Proof. The technique used in this proof goes back to L. Bers; cf. [1], Let

ij := 2 • ß2/ä + y + 1 and choose x°, x2 such that x, - x, > 0, x2 - x2 > 0 for

all x = (xx, x2) G ß, which is always possible as ß is bounded, v: R2 ^ R can now

be defined by

(24)       R2 3 x = (x„ x2) h^ v(xx, x2) := exp(7}[(x, - x?) + (x2 - x^)]).

For h G Ak, let Wh :=  A~hv G F(ßA). Obviously, Wh(x) > 0 for all x G Ôv For

x G R2, Taylor expansion gives, for /' = 1,2,
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(25)

■ 4

2u(x) - v(x - he,) - v(x + he,) = -h2v2x(x) - ^(^(x) + u4x(x))

= _A2,.-h2v2x{x) - — ü4X((x + S,he,),

where x, x G (x - he,, x + he,), which is the line segment connecting x - he, and

x + he, and -1 < 8, < 1. Similarly, we have, for / = 1, 2,

h3
(26) ü(x + he,) - vix - he,) = 2hvx(x) + -jv3x/(x + 82+,he,),

where -1 < 82+, < 1.

Using (24)-(26) in the definition of Lhk Wh, gives, for x G Rh,

(4**a)W = exp(T,[(x, - x?) + (x2 - x°)])

(-a,Tj2 - a2i)2 + 2bxt\ + 2b2f\ + c)

+ /?2(~ U^ expirjS./t) - -^n4 txp(V82h)

h Ai \ "

+ -J-T,3 CXP(t^3A) + ^T,3 CXp(7li4A)J

<exp(T)[(x1-x?) + (x2-x20)])

(-2âîj2 + 4ßi\ + y)

+ h2{-| t,4 exp(-T,A) + f JOT,3 exp(yo) 1.

where we used a, := a,(x), b, := ¿>,.(x) (/ = 1, 2), c = c(x), and tj > 0.

As a consequence of our definition of tj, we have

-2mj2 + 4/Jtj + y

(27)

(28)

= -8-^r - 8/32(y + 1) - 2a(y + l)2 + ^- + 40(7 + 1) + y
a a

< -4/}2(y + 1) - 2a(y +1)2 + y

< -4y -4 + y < -4,

which makes the first term in (27) less than -4.

We can choose nk G N such that for all h E A'k the statements of Lemma 3 and

the following inequalities are true:

(29) 0)    h<-, ...    J   ä   4 1      8/3   j    \
U)    h[-^-e+~T11    e) <3.

This choice of nk makes the second summand of (27) less than 3.

Hence, we have

(30) (L^lf;)(x)<-1

for all h El A'k and x G Rh.
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-1
For  h E A'k,   the   operator   Lhk   exists   by   Lemma   3,   and   we   can   define

Qhk :=  Lk\E G F(ßA), £(x) :=  1 for all x G ßA, which is equivalent to Qhkix)

= 2,^0 lh~kix>y) = 2, en* \k?kix>y)\ for aU * e Ö*. by the monotonicity of LM.

Here, /^"¿(jc, _v) is the appropriate element of the matrix representation of L^\ (cf.

(22)).
This implies Qhkix) = 1 for all x G Tx u Th. For x G Rh, we have

(4Ä + &*))(*) < -i + 1 - 0,
by (30) and the definition of Qhk. Use of the discrete maximum principle of

Lemma 3 for Lhk gives for x E Rh,

Qh,k(x) + 1 < Qhjcix) + min  Wh(x) < (Wh + Qhk)(x)
xfEÜh

<max(o,     max   ((Wh + Q„¿)(x)))
(31) v     xŒT*hurh '

< max   ( Wh(xj) + 1
¿erjur,,

< max    (exp(T)[(x, - x,) + (x2 - x2)l)) + 1.
(Xl,x2)er

As the last expression of (31) is always greater than 2,

|4X:= max( S \ti(x,y)\)

(32) ^V6B4
<     max    (exp(îj[(x, - x?) + (x2 - x^)]))

(*i- Ja)er

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 5. There is a constant dk, 0 < dk < 1, íwc/t í/iaí

(33) d, 2 + (1 - e)- >(l+e) y ^lM+1
'«o*(*)l/ = 2«¿(*)

for all s E [0, 1) and for all 0 < e < 1/10.

Proof. By definition of a,*, we have

(34) ao*(i)>0   for allí G [0, 1),

(35) sgn «/(*) = (-iy + 1    for all/ E {\, . . . , k},s E (0, 1),

(36) a/(0) = 0   for all/ G {1, . . . , A:}.

As both sides of (33) depend monotonously on e, we can assume e = 1/10. When

we set dk :=   19/20 and use (34)-(36), then (33) is equivalent to

24(l60a4(i) + 171a4(i) + 220a4(i) - 220a4(j) + 220a4(s)) > 0.

As

24(l60a^(j) + 171af(j) + 220a4(5) - 220a4(j) + 220a4(j))

(37) = 4(474i4 - 337 li3 + 6909s2 - 3946* + 960)

> 4(-3371j3 + 6909i2 - 3946i + 960) =: p(s),

it suffices to show/?(s) > 0 for all s E [0, 1].
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Applying the well-known division algorithm for polynomials to

f0(s) := p(s),   fx(s) := p'(s) = -10113s2 + 138185s - 3946,

one gets

5218922        620842 ,, ,      „
/2(i) = —¡OUT* - TöTTT'     f3{s) = ? = const

Hence, the number Z(x) of sign changes of the sequence (/0(x), fx(x), f2(x), and

/3(x)) is

z(i) = z(o)=P   ««■**-».
I 1     for all other cases.

By a well-known theorem of Sturm, this implies that there are no zeros of

p(s) = f0(s) in [0, 1). Hence,p(\) > 0 gives/?(s) > 0 for all s E [0, 1].

Remark. The cases k < 3 can be proved by elementary calculation. Any choice

of dk which satisfies 1 > dk > 0.59 will do.

For k > 5, an s G [0, 1) can be found such that

«k(s)      ¿  h*(i)|2 + -L^ < 2  ' ' Wl + 1.

ak(s)      /=2 K(i)|

Therefore, Lemma 5 is not valid in that case. This is the reason why we can show

the validity of our expansions only for the cases k < 4.

Lemma 6. Let condition (cond) be satisfied. Then there are constants nk E N and

8k, 0 < 8k < 1, such that for all h E A'k :=  {hn E Ak\n > nk} and all x G Txh

(38) 8k\lhik(x, x)\ >       2      Vk,k(x,y)\.
y^ah;y^x

Furthermore

(39) \lhtk(x, x)| > 4äh2   for all x E Tx.

Proof. Choose nk such that hß/ä < 10"1 for all h E A'k and define

(40) 8k :- (5+5<4)/(5 +5),

where dk is the constant of Lemma 5. By

(41) l-8k-5(l-dk)/(5+â)>0

and

(42) 8k-dk-5(l-dk)/(ä+ä)>0,

we have 0 < dk < 8k < 1.

For x G T£, we distinguish the following two cases.

(i) One of the four closest neighbors x ± he, (i = 1, 2) of x is not in ßA, i.e.

interpolation is necessary for exactly one coordinate direction.

(ii) Two of the closest neighbors of x are not in ßA.

(i) Let x + het G ßA. By (34)-(36) and our choice of nk, we have
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h%,k(x, x)\ = 2a,(x) + 2a2(x) + |a,(x) - hbx(x)\
ak(s)

«o*M
+ c(x)

(43)

> ax(x)

> ax(x)

> ax(x)

2 +

2 +

1 - h

1 - h

bx(x)

ax(x) <*5(s)
+ 2a2(x)

ß ak(s)

<(s)
+ 2a2(x)

2 + A «*<*)
0 ak(s)

which proves the second part of the lemma. Further,

+ 2a2(x) > 4a,

h2-     2     \lh,k(x,y)\
yeah;y¥>x

(44)

k

1 = 2
= ax(x)

< ax(x)

(41)-(44) and Lemma 5 now give

1 - h
bx(x)

ax(x)

ak(s)

4(s)
1 + h

bx(x)

ax(x)

k   11

Âio
ak(s)

«o*W
+

n
10

+ 2a2(x).

h\-\lKk(x,x)\>8k aÁX)x2 + ̂ W)'+2aÁX)

(45)

> 28ka2(x) + 2(8k - dk)ax(x) + dkiax(x)\2 +

= 2a2(x) - 2(1 - 8k)a2(x) + 2(8k - dk)ax(x)

9   ak(s)

1° ak(s)

9 atjs)

10 ak(s)

+ dk\ax(x)\2 +

+ 2a2(x)

> 2a2(x) - 2(1 - Sk)a +2(5, - dk)ä+dk\ ax(x) 2 + —
«o*W.10 „*

= 2a2(x) + <W*) 2

> 2a2(x) +^a,(x)

A:

2
/ = 2

9 af(j)
10 ctk(s)

ctk(s)

«o*(*)

+ 1

>a2    2    IU*>>0I,

which proves the lemma. The other cases of (i) are proved similarly.
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(ii) Let x + hex, x + he2 £ ßA. By (34)-(36) and our choice of nk, we have

»%,k(x> x)\ = 2a,(x) +|a,(x) - hbx(x)\
ak(s)

+ 2a2(x)+|a2(x)-/t62(x)|

<*ok(s)

ak(t)

<(t)
+ c(x)

(46) > ax(x)

> ax(x)

> <>i(x)

2 +

2 +

2 +

a,(x)

ak(s)

<(s)
+ a2(x) 2 + 1 - h

b2(x)

a2(x)

«,*(')

«ÍO

ß

9 aî(s)

10 „¿(s)

ak(s)

«íto
+ fl2(jc) 2 + 1 - h ß ak(t)

+ a2(x) 2 +
9 ak(0

10 «¿M

«0*(0

> 4ä,

which proves the second part of the lemma. Further, by our choice of nk,

h2-      I      |U*.>0|
ysO^y^x

= 1 Wt(x) - hbx(x)\
1 = 2

(47)

a*0)

«0*0)

+ 2 \ai(x) - hb2(x)\
1=2

ak(t)

< a\(x)

k   11

*-   10
1 = 2  lV

ak(s)

«£(*)

«o*W

11+ ÏÔ-

+ |a1(x) + /t61(x)|

+ |a2(x) + /iZ>2(x)|

+ a2(x)
1 = 2

n
10

«*(/)

«£(')

n

which together with (46), 8k > dk and Lemma 5 again proves the lemma.

The other cases of (ii) are treated in a similar way.

Remark. This lemma holds for arbitrary space dimension n. The arguments of

the proof have to be modified to account for the space dimension.

Lemma 7. Let condition (cond) be satisfied. Then there is an nk E N such that, for

all h E A'k :=  {hn E Ak \ n > nk},

(a) |(Z*Vl*,2U - 1 (cf. Eg. (22)).
(b) Lhk is nonsingular.

Proof. Let nk be the maximum of the corresponding constants of Lemma 3 and

Lemma 6.

(i) For x G Rh, the choice of nk ensures

(48) 2  kk(x,y)=  2  lhJc(x,y)-0.

(ii) Let W E F(ßA), Wix) = 1 for all x G ßA. Lemma 3 ensures the existence of

(L11)"1. Hence, using (48), we have
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(49) = (L11)-' • {tíKW\A) + Lh2(W\Tj) - (LlxylmW\vù

= -(Lxx)-XL?{W\^.

By the monotonicity of Lhk (Lemma 3), this implies (a).

(iii) Let W G F(ßA) satisfy Lhk W = 0, and assume the existence of x G ßA such

that I W(x)\ > 0. The definition of Lhk immediately gives W\Th - 0.

Hence, Lhk W = 0 is equivalent to

(50a) L^W^ + Ll2W\n = 0

and

(50b) L&W\*> + I%kW\n-0.

(50b) is equivalent to

-      2      lh,k(x,y)W(y)=lKk(x,x)W(x)
yeah;y^x

for x G TXH.

Lemma 6 now gives

\ihtk(x,x)\\w(x)\<     2    \ih,k(x,y)\\w(y)\
y&lh,y+x

(51) <     max    | WO0I •      2      \U*>y)\
yeah;y^x y&Qk;y*x

<     max    |WO0|-«*IU*>*)l-

If there were x ETX with W(x) = max^nj W(.y)| > 0, we would have

(k,k(x, x)*0),   0 < | W(x)\ < Ô,    max     | W(y)\ <     max     | W(y)\,
yEU^y^x yeaM;y¥-x

which contradicts the maximality of W(x). Hence, the maximum of | W(x)| is

assumed in a point x G Rh. Using (ii) and (50a), this gives

I *t*)l = || ̂ klL < IWT'41 • II ̂irdL = II ndL
This implies that there must be an x G Tx where | Wix)\ assumes its maximum, too.

We just saw that this is possible. Therefore there cannot exist an x G ßA with

| Wix)\ > 0, which proves part (b) of the lemma. We are now in a position to state

and prove the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 1. Let ß c R2 be a bounded region and k E (1, . . ., 4}. Assume,

further, condition (cond) to be satisfied. Then there is an nk G N such that, for all

h E A'k := {hn E Ak\n > nk}, there exists a unique solution Uhk of (10). Further-

more, nk can be chosen such that there is a constant Ck > 0 giving

(52) \\V - Uhik\\x < Ckhk+i

for all h E A'k.
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Proof (cf. [1]). Let nk be the maximum of the corresponding constants of the

previous lemmas. Now Lemma 7 immediately gives the existence and the unique-

ness of the solution Ukh of (10).

For h E A'k, define

(53) Rn,k ■= v u,h,k-

V\T  = Ahg = Uhk\T   gives Rhk\T = 0. By Lemma 3, Lh¿ exists for all h E A'k.

Hence, for all h E Aj, we have, using (20),

Rh,k = (Lh!k)

(54)

(Lh,kRh,k)\R,,

Rl

= (4,1)

v/i,*lr¡

0

(Lh,kRh,k )\Rh

0
0

+
W)   Ll2Rh,k\r*h

R.h,k\n

which implies

I*mIL < l4iL- max |(LMÄM)(x)|
x<ERh

(55)
+ max - WT ^,2Hoo max |/?M(x)|, max|/?Aj/t(x)|

< Cmmax \(LhtkRhrk)(x)\ + max |ÄA,(x)|.

By Lemma 1, there exists a constant C, such that, for all h E A'k,

(56) mâx\(LhJlRhtk)(x)\<Cxhk+l.
xeRh

For h E A'k and x G Tx, observation of Rhk\T = 0 gives

(Lh,kRh,k)(x) = 2 ih,k(x,y)Rh,k(y\
y£Qh

which implies

(57)      |ÄM(*)I <       2
ye\Qh;y+x

lh,k(x>y)

lh,k(x, x)

Lemma 2 and the second part of Lemma 6 ensure

■ „   , „ ,  \(Lh,kRh,k)(x)\
max     | RhJc(y) \+     ,/,',,

yeah;y+x I'/M*' X)\

(58)
\(Lh,kRn,k)(x)\ < 1  Ckhk+i

|/AjA(x, x)| 4   ä

whereas the first part of Lemma 6 gives

(59)
IM*»-»')!<ó\

yeah;y¥-x  \'h,k(X> x)\

Now we use (58) and (59) in (57) and take the maximum of |ÄA,*(x)| for x G rA.

Then,

(60) m^x\RH,k(x)\   <
4    a
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Using (56) and (60) in (55) yields

(61) ||*mIL < CmCxhk+x + j %/,*+• + 8k\\RhJx.
4    a

Hence,

(62) ||ÄM|L < TT^f^C. + \^f)hk + x-

Setting

proves the theorem.

Remarks, (a) For k = 4, the theorem states

(63) UhA = AA(« + A2«.™ + /,V2>) + RM,

where H^^l^ = 0(h5), as indicated in Section 1.

As the order of convergence of vector functions in the discrete L2-norms of

Pereyra et al. [7] is at least of the same order of magnitude as in the discrete

maximum norm, Theorem 1 is valid with respect to the discrete L2-norms, too.

(b) If the order of interpolation k depends on x G TA, one can only guarantee an

expansion of Uhk which corresponds to the smallest value of k used.

5. Numerical Results. There are two major classes of methods which use the

asymptotic expansion of Section 4 to improve the approximations obtained:

Richardson extrapolation and deferred correction methods.

In our case, the use of Richardson extrapolation is obviously prohibitive for

several reasons (cf. [7]).

The deferred correction methods use, roughly speaking, approximate solutions

Em and F(2) of (14) and (15) respectively instead of e(1) and e(2) in the expansion

(2) of U. As the functions u and e(1) used in the right-hand sides of (14) and (15)

are unknown during the calculation, Dx and D2 are approximated by finite

difference expressions Z),(L, U) and D2iL, Ux, E(l)), respectively, where Ux is the

approximate solution after the first correction step given by Ux :=   U — h2Em.

The method just described is not the best possible. To improve the accuracy one

has to recall the fact that 2s(1) and E(2) also have expansions of the form (2).

Elementary considerations, which have been carried out in [5], show that this fact

can be taken into account by using D2 := D2(L, Ux, F(1)) — 2DxiL, Em) instead

of D2iL, Ux, E(i)) in the approximation of (15). Numerical experiments have been

carried out on a Telefunken TR 440 computer at the University of Tübingen. As a

model problem we used the Poisson equation -Aw = / in ß, u\r = g on T, where

ß := {(x„ x2) G R2 | x2 + x2 < 0.999). For h = 0.1, we have 305 meshpoints, at

least nine of them on each mesh line meeting ß. In Dx we alternatively used

standard centered five- and seven-point formulas as given by Collatz [4] for the

approximation of the fourth-order partial derivatives. As 6, = b2 = 0, third-order

derivatives do not occur. In D2 we used centered seven- and centered five-point

formulas (cf. [4]) for the approximation of the sixth- and fourth-order partial

derivatives, respectively. Again, third- and fifth-order derivatives do not occur.
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Near the boundary of ß, points used in Dx and D2 may lie outside ß. For these

points provisional values were calculated by one-dimensional extrapolation of fixed

degree k along the corresponding mesh line.

The systems of linear equations were solved by the SOR-method (cf. [8]), as this

method can be used for the difference approximation of the general problem (3),

(4), too. The overrelaxation parameter u¡ has been determined experimentally by

estimating the rate of convergence for different values of w. If one is only

concerned with the Poisson equation, direct methods, as used by Pereyra et al. [7],

seem to be advantageous.

After testing our program for problems with polynomial solutions of low order,

for which the approximate solutions should be very accurate, we ran the program

for problems which have the following solutions.

(i) u(xx, x2) = sin(x, + x2). This is an example of a very smooth solution. It was

chosen to test the general behavior of the algorithms. The accuracy obtained in the

three consecutive steps was approximately 10 5, IO"7, IO"8.

(ii) u(xx, x2) = x\° + x210. This is an example of a solution, which has a rather

steep gradient just outside ß, which may cause increased errors in the polynomial

extrapolation. The accuracy obtained was of the order of IO"2 to 10"3 and hence far

below that reached for (i). The correction steps brought about only a very

moderate increase in accuracy

(iii) w(x,, x2) = (r2 - x2 - x2)5/2, r = 0.999. This problem was chosen since it

does not allow for a Taylor expansion of sufficiently high order, as it is needed in

the proof of Lemma 2. (This case is discussed theoretically in [5]. The result is, that

there still exists an expansion of the form (2) with the error term 0(/i*+1) replaced

by OihJ), where/ depends on the smoothness of the exact solution u on ß (and not

ß as in the proof of Lemma 2).)

The accuracy was of the order of IO"3 to 10^* where the first correction step

brought about the major improvement, which can be expected if/ < 4.

For each problem, the program was run several times varying k, k, and the kind

of approximation used in Dx. Generally, the improvement in the first and second

correction step depended heavily on the accuracy of the approximations used in Z),

and D2, especially on the choice of k. When these approximations were poor, the

last correction step sometimes even spoiled the solution obtained in the previous

steps.

This observation is supported by test runs for (i) and (ii) which used the exact

right-hand sides of (14) and (15) and which showed much better results than those

using Dx and D2. This indicates that the algorithms may be considerably improved

by the use of better approximations in Dx and D2.

Finally, comparison of the runs for k = 4 and k = 6 showed better results for

k = 6 than for k = 4. This supports the conjecture of Pereyra et al. [7] that, for

k = 6, there may be an expansion of the form U = AA(u + h2em + /iV2) + h6e(3))

+ 0(hJ),j > 6.
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